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Logic
Logic is a truth-preserving system of inference
Truth-preserving → if the initial statements are true , inferred statements will be true
Inference- process of deriving/inferring new statements from old statements
Logic can be predicate or propositional
Predicate may include variables and statements 
Proposition is a  statement that is true or false








Value of a proposition may be true or false which is its truth value (Two valued logic)

Truth table- depicts truth value of a compound proposition
Tautology- is a compound statement that is always true
Contradiction- is a compound statement that is always false






Fuzzy proposition vs. Crisp proposition
The fundamental difference between crisp (classical) proposition  and fuzzy propositions is in the range of their truth values.
In classical proposition  truth value is required to be either true or  false.

In fuzzy proposition truth value is expressed by a  value in the interval [0,1] both inclusive ( Multi valued logic)
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Propositions
Statements
Eg1: Sun Rises in the East
	True/False
-----Binary/Predicate/Crisp Proposition
Eg2: Mango is Sweet
	Yes/No/May be/May not be etc.
-----Multi valued Proposition








The basic assumption upon which crisp logic is based - that every  proposition is either TRUE or FALSE.
The classical two-valued logic can be extended to multi-valued  logic.
As an example, three valued logic to denote true(1), false(0) and


2
indeterminacy ( 1 ).
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Three valued Logic













































































Fuzzy rules
A fuzzy implication (also known as fuzzy If-Then rule, fuzzy rule,  or fuzzy conditional statement) assumes the form :

If x is A then y  is B

where, A and B are two linguistic variables defined by fuzzy sets A and B on the universe of discourses X and Y , respectively.
Often, x is A is called the antecedent or premise, while 
y is B is  called the consequent or conclusion.
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Linguistic variables and hedges

Linguistic Variable
A linguistic variable is one with a value that is a natural language expression referring to some quantity of interest.
So the value of the linguistic variable is a word or a sentence. This is the main difference between a linguistic variable and a numerical one.



















































Conditional statements (contd..)







Conditional statements (contd..)


































































































Fuzzy Reasoning ( Approximate Reasoning)
Collection of formation of rules , decomposition of rules and aggregation of fuzzy rules is fuzzy reasoning
In fuzzy logic both antecedents and consequents are allowed to be fuzzy propositions
There are 4 modes of fuzzy reasoning
Categorical reasoning
Qualitative reasoning
Syllogistic reasoning
Dispositional reasoning









Categorical reasoning

Antecedent contains no fuzzy quantifier and fuzzy probability
Antecedents are assumed to be in canonical form
Projection rule, conjunction rule, disjunction rule, negation rule, composition rule and extension principle are used as the inference rule of categorical reasoning
Principle for fuzzifying crisp function/ crisp relation is – extension principle







Qualitative reasoning

In this antecedents and consequents involve fuzzy linguistic variable
Input –output relationship of a system is expressed as a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules
IF A is x1 AND B is y1 , THEN C is z1
IF A is x2 AND B is y2 , THEN C is z2
………………………………..
…………………………………..







Syllogistic reasoning

Antecedents with fuzzy quantifiers are related to inference rules
Some important fuzzy syllogisms are:
Product syllogism
Chaining syllogism
Consequent conjunction syllogism
Consequent disjunction syllogism
Precondition conjunction syllogism
Precondition disjunction syllogism 






Dispositional reasoning
Antecedents are dispositions and may contain fuzzy quantifier  “usually”
The important  inference rules of dispositional reasoning are:
Dispositional projection rule of inference
Dispositional chaining hyper syllogism
Dispositional consequent conjunction syllogism
Dispositional entailment rule of inference

















Fuzzy Inference Systems
What is a fuzzy inference system (FIS)?
A nonlinear mapping that derives its output based on fuzzy reasoning and a set of fuzzy if-then rules. 
FIS is also known as:
Fuzzy model
Fuzzy associate memory
Fuzzy-rule-based system
Fuzzy expert system
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FIS contains 5 functional blocks
Rule base:- contains numerous fuzzy IF- THEN rules
Database:- Defines the membership functions of fuzzy sets used in fuzzy rule
Decision making unit:- performs operation on the rules
Fuzzification interface:- converts crisp to fuzzy
Defuzzification interface:- converts  fuzzy to crisp







Fuzzy Inference System
Schematic diagram

Rulebase
(Fuzzy rules)
Database
(MFs)
Fuzzy reasoning




input
output
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Generic structure of a Fuzzy system
Following figures shows a general framework of a fuzzy system.


Fuzzy  rule  base
Fuzzifier
Defuzzifier
Crisp  input
Inference
mechanism








Crisp  output
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 Neuro-fuzzy hybrid systems



















































































Neuro Fuzzy Hybrid Systems
The Neuro fuzzy hybridization is widely termed as Fuzzy  Neural Network (FNN ) or Neuro Fuzzy System (NFS ).
It is a learning mechanism that utilizes the training and  learning algorithms from neural networks to find parameters  of a fuzzy system.








It can also be defined as a fuzzy system that determines its  parameters by processing data samples by using a learning  algorithm derived from or inspired by neural network theory.
Alternately, it is a hybrid intelligent system that fuses ANNs  and fuzzy logic by combining learning and structure of  neural networks with human like reasoning style of fuzzy  systems.







The human like reasoning style of fuzzy systems is incorporated by NFS through the use of fuzzy sets and a linguistic  model consisting of a set of IF THEN fuzzy rules.
NFSs are universal approximators with the ability to solicit  interpretable IF THEN rules.
Strength of NFSs involves interpretability versus accuracy.






Neuro fuzzy is divided into two areas :
Linguistic fuzzy modeling focused  on interpretability
(Mamdani model).

Precise fuzzy modeling focused on accuracy ( Sugeno
model).






Comparison of Fuzzy Systems with Neural Networks
	Neural processing	Fuzzy processing
	Mathematical model not
necessary	Mathematical model not
Necessary
	Learning can be done	A priori knowledge is needed
	There are several learning
algorithms	Learning is not possible
	Black box behavior	Simple interpretation and
implementation














Characteristics of Neuro Fuzzy Hybrids
A fuzzy system based NFS is trained by means of a  data driven learning method derived from neural network  theory.
At any stage of learning process, it can be represented as a  set of fuzzy rules.
For ensuring the semantic properties of the underlying fuzzy  system, the learning procedure is constrained.

An NFS approximates an n dimensional unknown function, partly represented by training examples.

Fuzzy rules can be interpreted as vague prototypes of the  training data.






Architecture of Neuro Fuzzy hybrid system

An NFS is given by a three layer feed forward neural network  model. First layer corresponds to the input variables, second and  third layer correspond to the fuzzy rules and output variables,  respectively. The fuzzy sets are converted to connection weights.


































Classifications of Neuro Fuzzy Hybrid Systems
1.Cooperative NFSs
2. General neuro fuzzy hybrid systems













Cooperative Neural Fuzzy Systems
Both ANN and fuzzy system work independently from each  other.
The ANN attempts to learn the parameters from the fuzzy  system.
Four different kinds of Cooperative NFSs are there.






Type 1

The FNN learns fuzzy set from the given training data.
This is done, usually, by fitting membership functions with  a neural network.
The fuzzy sets then being determined offline.
This is followed by their utilization to form the fuzzy system  by fuzzy rules that are given and not learned.













Type 2

This NFS determines, by a neural network, the fuzzy rules  from the training data.
The neural networks learn offline before the fuzzy system is  initialized.













Type 3

The parameters of membership functions are learn online, while  the fuzzy system is applied.
Initially, fuzzy rules and membership functions must be defined  beforehand.
Inorder to improve and guide the learning step, the error has  to be measured.













Type 4

The model determines the rule weights for all fuzzy rules by  a neural network.
A rule is determined by its rule weights.
They are then multiplied with the rule output.






General Neuro Fuzzy Hybrid Systems(General NFHS)
The General NFHS resemble neural networks where a fuzzy  system is interpreted as a neural network of special kind.
The architecture gives it an advantage because there is no  communication between fuzzy system and neural network.














Membership functions expressing the linguistic terms of the  inference rules should be formulated for building a fuzzy  controller.
In fuzzy systems, no formal approach exists to define these  functions.
For fuzzy systems, the optimization of these functions in  terms of generalizing the data is very important.
This problem can be solved by using neural networks.






Using learning rules, the neural network must optimize the  parameters by fixing a distinct shape of the membership  functions.
Regardless of the shape of membership functions, training  data should also be available.






In neuro fuzzy hybrid systems, the training data is grouped  into several clusters.
Each cluster is designed to represent a particular rule.
These rules are defined by the crisp data points and are not  defined linguistically.
In this case, the neural network might be applied to train the  defined clusters.
The testing can be carried out by presenting a random testing  sample to the trained neural network.
Each and every output unit will return a degree, which extends  to fit to the antecedent of rule.
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